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To go to chapters or projects, click on the headings here, use the Bookmark links (click on the
icon at the top left of the Adobe Reader window)
or scroll through the page Thumbnails (click on
the icon next to the Bookmarks).
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U sing t his ebook: tips
• Browse through this ebook by scrolling through the pages as with any document, or by using the Adobe Reader
Bookmarks (like an interactive contents
list) and page Thumbnails - they will take
you quickly to the chapter, project or page
you need when you click on that page or
project in the list. These Bookmarks and
Thumbnails are activated by clicking on
their icons (looking like tiny pages) at the
top left of your Adobe Reader window.
• The Contents list on page 3 is also
interactive. Click on any of the chapters
in the list to go to that page.
• Use links to go directly to other
pages within this ebook or to web pages.
Click on the links, shown in blue, eg: Katie Dean's Bead Flowers. If you click on
the blue text it will take you to Katie's
website, when you are connected to the
Internet.
• So that you can quickly find the page
you were last viewing, activate the 'Previous View' and 'Next View' buttons on your toolbar, to
act like the Back and Forward button on your Internet • To play a video, click on the image. Wait
browser. Right-click/Control-click the toolbar, go to a few seconds for it to start. A controller will apMoreTools and select these tools by clicking their boxes. pear underneath so that you can play/start/stop etc.
To close the video and go back to the pages, click on
• Use the zoom tool to zoom in on close-up the top right corner of the video screen.
details in photographs, and see the beadwork
greatly enlarged. Activate the 'Marquee zoom' to • Copy the PDF file to your computer's hard disk,
drag a box around the area you want to enlarge. if you bought it on a disk – it will work faster from
there. If you have any problems printing from this file
• Print out pages for easy and portable reference. or viewing the video, the first thing to try is downEach project gives the page numbers for that project, loading and installing the latest version of Adobe
so you know which pages to print out.When printing Reader (even if you already have the latest version).
out templates,make sure that you switch off any 'shrink On iPhone, iPad,Android devices and Kindle Fire, curto fit' or similar commands in your print dialogue rently the best pdf reader is ezPDFReader, which will
box to avoid changing the size of the templates. The play the embedded video (Adobe Reader for these
pages print out well on A4 and US Letter paper sizes. devices will not play the embedded video, at time of
publication of this ebook). For more information, see
• Use the search facility to find specific words.
www.vivebooks.com
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Intr oduction

Ever since I started beading I have found myself naturally drawn to making three-dimensional objects.
I began with French beaded flowers, then taught
myself Peyote stitch by making a miniature ballet
tutu, which combined tubular and circular Peyote.

in beads as a permanent memento. I then thought
how lovely it would be to do the same for other
special occasions and so my collection of miniature
cakes was born.

I want to acknowledge the debt I owe to Julia Pretl
Every year the Beadworkers’ Guild holds a ‘chal- and Diane Fitzgerald. In December 2008 I was givlenge’ and in 2009 it was themed ‘Let’s celebrate’, en a copy of Julia Pretl’s book Little Bead Boxes. It
to reflect the society’s 10th anniversary. I entered was wonderful to see the work of another 3-dithat year with a 7-inch beaded birthday cake with mensional bead artist. Her techniques for making
ten candles on top. For some reason, even after fin- squares and hexagons were key as I tried to develishing the challenge, my mind remained on the cake op my own shapes for various cakes. Diane Fitzgertheme. I baked and decorated a cake for my Mum ald’s Shaped Beadwork, was similarly inspirational.
on Mother’s Day and thought what a shame it was So thank you to both and I highly recommend their
that the cake would be eaten, so I made a replica books to anyone reading this.
5

introduction

The cake that started it all: my entry to 'Let's Celebrate', the Beadworkers'
Guild challenge of 2009. This cake took me many weeks to complete
I wanted to write more than just a series of patterns for other beaders to follow. I have been inspired to design my own creations and I hope to
inspire others to do the same. All the patterns in this
ebook are made with Peyote stitch so I have given a
quick general introduction to the basics of this stitch.
However, I did not intend to write a beginner’s guide

to Peyote. Similarly, I have passed on some of my
thoughts about the basics of beading and design, but
these are not intended to be a comprehensive guide.
A wise teacher once said that there is no such thing
as a mistake in beading, just a new way of learning.
Similarly I would advocate that as long as the finished
beadwork is strong enough to hold together, neat
6

introduction
and attractive, any technique or method is correct as This ebook was first published in printed form as
long as it works for the individual bead artist.
Let's Celebrate: Miniature Beaded Cakes for all Occasions. This latest version has a new cake recipe and
I have written up the process for making a cake as a many video clips demonstrating the techniques used.
series of general steps. It is possible to create a cake I hope you will enjoy it and find plenty of inspiration
of your own by following these steps and never look- for your own beadwork. (I recommend that you read
ing at the recipes I have included. Each recipe also the information in Using this ebook: tips!). If you have
gives some ideas for development to inspire you to any queries, feel free to contact me via my website.
add your own expression.
See also my video Introduction (below).
Of course, once I had a range of little celebration
cakes, my mind wandered on to other tea-time fare. Katie Dean
The gallery features some of these creations alongside the original cakes.
www.beadflowers.co.uk

Video: Introduction by Katie Dean
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G ene ra l Working T ips
If you are an experienced beader, you will probably
have developed or been taught your own favourite
methods for adding new threads, finishing off ends
and so forth. If you are still learning, this section gives
methods that I have found to work for me. Every
beading book you read will suggest something different, so always remain open to change and experiment
to find out what produces the best results and makes
you feel comfortable.

Note: I have used size 8 Matsuno beads for many
of the illustrations in order to show techniques as
clearly as possible, but you will see the difference
between these and the Delicas or smaller Matsuno
beads as you make a cake.

Thread Length

Thread length is a personal preference. If you use a
length of thread that is too short, you will find yourBead Stitches
self constantly having to join new threads, which is
fiddly and makes the beadwork less strong. Every
Bead stitches can be formed in a variety of differ- time you add a new thread you are potentially creatent ways. This book uses mostly Peyote stitch and ing an area of weakness.
provides a basic guide to this technique. When you
are learning a new stitch, practice making up little On the other hand, if you use a length of thread that
samples until you understand how the stitch works. is too long, you will struggle to pull it through the
Sometimes it is easier to stitch each row in a differ- beads comfortably and it is more likely to become
ent colour bead so that you can see where you are tangled. Personally I find a length of roughly a full
and understand how the stitch pattern is formed.
armspan is about right.

Christmas Cake
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g e n e r a l wo r k i n g t i p s
Knotting Between Beads (see video)
Knotting between beads is an essential, but thankfully
simple, skill, used for starting and finishing a thread.
•

•

•

Pass the needle twice through this loop of thread.

•
After you have exited a bead, pass your needle
underneath the thread that sits between the bead
you have just exited and its immediate neighbour. •

Pull the needle so that the threads tighten and
knot.

Pull your needle through until you have a small
loop of thread between the two beads.

11

The knot should be sitting invisibly between your
two beads. As you continue stitching, the motion
of pulling the thread should move the knot into a
bead and completely out of sight.

Ca ke Techniques

Two-tier square cake

The cakes in this ebook come in two shapes: hexagonal and square. Each shape of cake can have several
layers: it could be single-tier, two-tier or three-tier.
All are made by stitching a flat hexagon/square then
continuing with tubular Peyote stitch to make the
vertical sides of the cake.
To make a new layer/tier, add a series of increase
rows when you have reached the bottom of your
first tier (see video).
Finally use silver beads to make another increase set
for the cake board.
Fill your cake with scrunched up tissue or white material scraps to give it body then fix it to a card base
for stability.
All the cakes are made from white Ceylon Delica
beads in size 11. Use your choice of thread.

Single-tier hexagonal cake
25

The Cakes
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t h e ca k e s
The following pages give recipes to create miniature
cakes for a range of special occasions. The recipes
refer back to the basic cake instructions in the Cake
Techniques chapter. They also assume a basic knowledge of beading, so refer back to Peyote Stitch Basics
for tips.

My recipes vary in difficulty or complexity, but, as
a rough guide, expect to take at least ten hours to
complete each cake if you are a reasonably fast beader – longer if you are a slower beader.

Enjoy following the recipes, use them for inspiration
and play with colours for the decoration to keep
Each recipe lists the type and quantity of beads need- your own creativity alive. I have included a few pered. I have erred on the side of generosity when giving sonal ideas for adapting and developing the recipes.
quantities, so hopefully you won’t run out of beads. Use these in conjunction with my design tips to make
Many of the decorations require only a very small your own cakes.
number of beads in a particular size or colour, so you
may be able to use beads from your existing stash. I Don’t be afraid to experiment with bead sizes. I
have specified the colours that I used and, in some found that using size 10 Delicas for the cake makes
cases, the shop where I purchased the beads, but you a slightly bigger base and means I can make more
can always adapt colours to suit your tastes or the complex decorations for the top of the cakes – take
tastes of the person who will be receiving the cake. a look at the Congratulations Cake. Above all, have
See also Suppliers.
fun and let your imagination run free.
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Ka tie Dean

Katie Dean is a prizewinning beader, teacher and author
who sells her designs and kits through her company Bead
Flowers. Her previous ebook for Vivebooks is Bead Flowers
and Wedding Bouquets. She has published her own beading books: her latest is Sweet Treats. Katie has won beading
competitions in the UK and USA, most notably twice winning the Beadwork biennial competition.
At the British Bead Awards 2010 she won Best in Show;
in 2012 she won a second and third place. In 2009 she
reached the semi-finals of the International Swarovski ‘Create Your Style’ competition.
Contact Katie via her website: www.beadflowers.co.uk
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